Sunday Streets 2021
COVID-19 Safety Guidelines
About
Sunday Streets is a program of the nonproﬁt Livable City, presented in partnership with SFMTA, SFDPH,
and the City and County of San Francisco. Sunday Streets mission is to:
● Create temporary open space and recreational opportunities in neighborhoods most lacking
● Encourage active living and healthy eating
● Foster community building
● Inspire people to think differently about their streets as public spaces
The Sunday Streets Program Guidelines are created to maintain public safety and the integrity of the
program’s mission. We thank you in advance for investing in San Francisco by participating at Sunday
Streets and adhering to all of the Sunday Streets Program Guidelines.
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
San Francisco’s Department of Public Health (SFDPH) monitors citywide COVID-19 infections and
updates public health directives regularly. At the time of release, SFDPH has relaxed face covering
requirements for outdoor gatherings that allow social distancing of six feet or more, certain restrictions
apply.3 Livable City will follow those guidance and update partners, exhibitors, and participants as needed.
Per CDC and SFDPH recommendations, the following COVID-19 protocols are in place for the event:
● All Livable City staff and volunteers are advised to cancel their attendance if they are
experiencing any of the most common symptoms of COVID-19 infection, which are fever,
coughing, and/or shortness of breath, and call their doctor immediately
○ Partners and exhibitors are advised to release the same advisory to their onsite staff
scheduled for Sunday Streets. Please notify us immediately of cancellation due to
sickness and no later than 8:00am on event-day to help us plan for equipment
● All Livable City staff, partners, and exhibitors are required to complete the Personnel & Partner
COVID-19 Screening form to help with the contact tracing efforts
● Face coverings are required for everyone in large crowded situations, deﬁned as event attendance
larger than 300 people, and are always required for unvaccinated or partially vaccinated people
when social distance of six feet or more cannot be maintained
● Exhibitors are encouraged to bring hand sanitizers for staff and booth visitors. Hand sanitizer will
be stationed at the information booth
● COVID-19 signage, including information on current best practices and vaccination, will be placed
at entries to the event and at activity stations
Please support our most vulnerable populations during this time by staying informed of the latest
COVID-19 infection advisories from San Francisco Department of Public Health and the CDC at
https://www.sfdph.org/dph/alerts/coronavirus.asp
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